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Pay People Properly

CellarStone, Inc.
www.easy-commission.com

CellarStone specializes in sales commission applications. CellarStone was founded in 2000. It has
40 staff in two offices with headquarters in San Mateo, California. CellarStone has more than 250 customers in 40 different
industries.

Product Name:
Easy-Commission
Product Category:
Commission and Incentive Compensation
Product Description: Easy-Commission is an easy-to-use sales commission software for small businesses and individuals.
It is a completely web-based, hosted solution. Customers can directly try the product on the web and start using it for their needs.

Key Features:
Complete web access
Try and buy software
Import/export excel and text files
Import from QuickBooks®
Implement for customers with 1 to 1000 sales reps

Pricing:
EasyCommission is available
in two editions: Economy and
Regular. Functionality and
pricing varies by edition.

Handle all basic of commission plans
Calculate commissions on revenue, profit, quantity, etc
Calculate variable commission rate by sales tiers

Monthly subscription pricing-

Split commissions to multiple reps for a single transaction

Economy edition:
$19.75/month for 5 users.

Calculate unique commission rates by products and customers.

Regular edition:

Calculate draws

$9.95/month per user.

Sales reps can enter and view customers and transactions
Create own reports and queries
Approve changes through workflow

“When I saw the Easy-Commission webinar I knew it is going to be right product for me because of all the flexibility and the ability
to grow. The product is very intuitive and easy to use. I was able to setup the commission plan by myself. When I ran into an area
where I needed a little help, I emailed Easy-Commission team and they were very responsive to my queries. I never expected the
level of service from the company for the price of the product. I am very happy with the product right from the first day of using it”
Patricia Cathey – Brokers Access
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www.easy-commission.com

